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A gorgeous book of hairstyles and braids designed for teens and beyond, with styles ranging from

formal elegance to casual flair. Comes with three dressy scrunchies in a keepsake floral box.
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This is my second purchase of this very nice book. If you are trying to learn to do braids and

interesting old fashioned styles (that are back in style) then this book is for you. The illustrations and

photos make it easy to understand and they build your skills as you go through the book so you

learn to get trickier and trickier. I have been able to master several new styles with this book and

also passed on the skills to others. I gave this book away at one point to someone who needed

wedding styles, then later I bought it again used so that I could help some friends with more

wedding hair styles.

This book is a must have for any woman with long hair who seeks both fancy and daily hair dos.Its

spiral shape and thick cardboard pages make it easy to follow, even when it is laying on your

bathroom counter it lies flat due to the spiral binding.Photos and easily understood instructions

make this simple to follow and it is very helpful to have a tools list in the front of the book. Most of

the stuff required you will already own and even if you need to purchase something, the tools listed

are easily available and not expensive.I enjoy writing product reviews since I base so many of my

purchases off of the reviews of other shoppers and hope my review was helpful to you in your

purchase decision.



I received this book when I was a very young girl. My impression as a young girl was that the

illustrations were great and the hair pieces very attractive. It was easy for me to create some simple

hair designs. Fast forward at least fifteen years, and I have found this book again. With the eyes of

an adult, I still appreciate the detailed instructions and pictures that help hands create something

refined and stylish. Also with the eyes of an adult, I can say the styles are relatively limited. There

are just not that many to try. Many styles build off of others and that is a nice feature, but the styles

are fairly simplistic. Additionally, some of the styles might be considered a bit too old fashioned for

some girls. If you can get your hands on a copy of this book, it is a nice one for the library and good

for a girl under the age of 10.3.5 - 4 stars

Happy to find this great book again!

I like the book. Easy to follow directions and visuals are great as well.

this is one of the best braid books on line and I went through a lot of them, my granddaughter likes

the hair-do's listed and I have done a few of them on her hair, and that ain't easy. Good book.

This is THE BEST book on practical hair styles for long hair! The illustrations are clear and easy to

understand for the least experienced person to use. The styles don't require a lot of effort to

produce and are great for everyday and dress-up occasions. Too bad it's out of print.

I have purchased this twice - a gift and for my own 3 girls. The styles are clearly shown so that my

12 to 16 year olds can easily do them themselves. It allows them to have fancy hair styles with basic

items - like hair ties, ribbons, and bobby pins.
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